According to a recent study, more than 80% of all data is dark
- inaccessible and unstructured.
That same study estimates that number will rise to 93% by
2020.
This means we will rely on less than 10% of our knowledge,
analytics, and information in order to drive business!
Access to your company’s dark data and making it actionable
and valuable are the keys to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Growing revenue and customers
Saving time and money
Improving organizational efficiency
Guaranteeing the long-term viability of your organization
Building customer and client trust
Being a more proactive business

CIO Magazine describes dark data as ‘vast pools of untapped,
largely unprotected data,’ which represent a huge, unused
resource for most organizations.

Grooper exposes the dark data trapped inside your
organization’s unstructured content and enables you
to use it.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamic Intuitive Learning
Natural Language Processing
Ultra-High Volume Parallel Processing
Computer Vision
Pattern Recognition
State-of-the-Art Fuzzy Matching and Patented OCR

Much of your data is inaccessible and unorganized. What
solutions are out there to help your business gain access to
your data, index it, normalize it…and make it useful to you?

Grooper is the world’s only unified software platform
that transforms your documents and normalizes your
data to accelerate business insight, and improve your
business processes.
Grooper is built using state-of-the-art technology to
revolutionize automated recognition and comprehension
of information – regardless of the format in which it resides
– providing you with unparalleled access to the business
intelligence contained within your organization.
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Grooper provides your organization with 360° visibility
into your document content, regardless of its format or the
platform on which it resides. Legacy platforms can only
process a small percentage of content.
Grooper comes ready and integrates with more than 400
document scanners and provides bidirectional document
interchange with nearly 50 enterprise information
management systems.
Grooper rewrites the book on image processing, information
classification, data capture, and integration with existing
systems and applications.
Your organization is sitting on a stockpile of unstructured,
unusable, but valuable data.

Harness the power of your
unstructured data with Grooper’s
enhanced ability to classify and
extract information, including
industry-specific terms, phrases,
language, and content.
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Grooper delivers meaningful electronic document processing
and erases the lines that existed between scanned images
and digital content. With Grooper, you have the ability
to manage all your digital assets from one unified platform.
In another shift from industry norms, Grooper provides
bi-directional document interchange with all major
enterprise content silos.

• Import electronic documents from any enterprise
content management system (ECM); migrate documents
from one system to another; perform bulk processing,
such as redaction of sensitive information, along
the way.
• Import documents from any email provider or access
the information contained in your company’s existing or
obsolete email server(s).
• Access files from system or network folders, filter
based on size, path or metadata, and extract
valuable information.
• Monitor and ingest from SFTP sites and/or daily
reports to extract valuable information for different
business units.
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•

Energy, Oil & Gas Grooper automates management of well documentation,
standardizes well files, automates oil & gas lease and title analysis,
automates data capture from daily reports, and improves oil & gas
marketing via auto classification of purchaser statements.

•

Government Agencies Grooper improves services to constituents by
modernizing workflow and refining the way vital documents are
indexed, classified, and retrieved.

•

Banking, Finance, Lending Grooper processes paperless loans

•

Education Grooper can process transcripts, report cards, financial

•

Healthcare Laws affecting healthcare can be overwhelming. Grooper’s
ability to learn forms, automate processes, capture patient data
(whether on paper or electronic), redact sensitive information,
and store records on a single, secure platform helps healthcare
organizations improve patient care and remain compliant.

compliantly and efficiently. Say goodbye to manual separator sheets
that bog down the process of identifying documents. Grooper can
extract and validate more data to complete loans faster and
more accurately.

•

Accounts Payable Grooper takes paper-centric A/P procedures,
automates them, and rapidly improves the efficiency of A/P
departments. A Grooper-powered A/P Automated Workflow
System will significantly lower processing costs and time per
invoice, reduce the frequency of exceptions, and deliver
problem-free processing.

•

Human Resources Regardless of the organization or its size, HIPAA
and other workplace regulations affect how to handle and process
employee information. A Grooper HR solution can streamline
procedures, such as managing applicants, administering benefits,
even recruiting the best talent. Grooper modernizes ways to select,
hire, train and retain talented people!

•

Retail With precious inventory to control, even at multiple locations,
Grooper has the ability to keep up with the demands of the busiest of
retail environments. With online shopping and price savvy consumers
continuing to rule the retail world, most POS systems struggle to
keep up. Grooper interfaces seamlessly to keep you ahead of
the competition

•

Manufacturing & Distribution Producing and shipping goods is complex.

aid documents, and other vital student data - all of which can help
schools enroll more students and return acceptance letters faster.

There are incoming and outgoing manifests, bills of lading for clients
across the country, and the never-ending pursuit for the highest
quality production. Grooper streamlines your busy operation and
improves quality assurance/quality control processes. Grooper can
also help you go paperless!
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• Oil and Gas Lease Data Analysis With GaaS, we automate the

extraction of dozens of necessary, decision-making data elements in a
matter of hours or minutes. GaaS is helping companies that make large
acquisitions to identify the value and obligations of their new assets.

• Non-Operator Oil and Gas Joint Ventures GaaS removes the

manual effort of consolidating Daily Drilling Reports and Gas Purchaser/
Percent of Proceeds (POP) Statements from multiple operators/producers
by compiling it into a streamlined process. You can then ingest YOUR
data directly into your well log management and accounting systems.

• Financial Information If you’ve ever produced loan documents, you
know how important it is to be compliant with Truth-in-Lending
regulations. With GaaS, we ingest your documents, spotlight any
irregularities, help repair them, and communicate with your customers
and members.

• Accounts Payable (A/P) With GaaS, your A/P solution will significantly
lower processing costs and time per invoice, reduce the frequency of
exceptions, and deliver problem-free processing.

• Explanation of Benefits (EOBs) Grooper collects important

benefit information from these complex statements, making approvals,
reconciliations, and payments quicker and easier to process.

• Transcript Processing Grooper efficiently gathers course information

from complex documents, which can span several columns and pages.
Grooper understands how data flows and gathers it seamlessly. Grooper
can also verify all course data and calculate grade point averages by
course, semester, and complete transcript.

• County Government With GaaS, we scan paper or ingest digitally

Grooper as a Service (GaaS)
Put your data and information to work for
you! With Grooper as a Service or GaaS,
the world’s most sophisticated software
platform can release locked, unstructured data
and deliberately transform it into valuable,
actionable information for your organization.

filed court records (Oil & Gas Leases, Deeds, Mortgages, Memorandums,
Powers of Attorney and much more) to help you easily search and
provide better service to the citizens in your county.

So with GaaS, you can leave the business
intelligence and discovery to us – we’ll turn it
all over to you in a format that can be easily
imported into your line of business application.
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Grooper is the smartest way to help your business
capture, extract, classify, index, normalize, and
utilize your company’s vital data.
Grooper is all-new and designed from the ground up to be
highly agile, capable, and efficient. Gone are the days where
you’ll be “taxed” for expensive add-ons just to have your
software perform the way it was sold to you.
Get the ROI you were promised. In today’s environment,
information and agility are more critical than ever! With
Grooper, you’ll empower your organization to make informed
decisions because your data is now usable and actionable.
Free your data! Schedule a complimentary Grooper demo or
learn more about this latest innovation from BIS.
Call a Grooper Account Executive today at 405-507-7000
or email info@grooper.us
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BIS has built a solid reputation as a full-service information technology
provider and integrator of high quality document and data management
systems. Since our founding in 1986, we have continually kept pace with
the ever-changing landscape. Our solutions portfolio is one of the most
diverse and trusted in the industry. Headquartered in Edmond, Oklahoma,
we offer the best technologies in the market today. The BIS team will
design, develop, and install a solution that best fits your business.
13900 N. Harvey, Edmond, OK 73013 • 405-507-7000 • www.bisok.com

